A Day at the Zoo!
Ages 3-5 Kit Barcode: 33357004915477
- Practice creative thinking
- Engage in word play and language learning
- Improve hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills
- Learn cause and effect

Launchpads provide high-quality, ad-free learning apps.
100% secure, No risk of exposure to unintended content!

Here’s what’s included with “A Day at the Zoo!” Launchpad
7 DAY LOAN and $1.00/day overdue fee / Kit Replacement Cost: $125 + $5 processing fee

LAUNCHPAD

AC ADAPTER

USB CHARGER
All items inside factory case.

See back for a description of apps on this device.
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“A Day at the Zoo!” Launchpad contains the following apps:
Zoo and Animal Puzzles For Kids - 16 animated and interactive zoo puzzles!
Beck and Bo by Avokiddo - A fun educational app that is sure to engage children in a creative way, while helping to build early vocabulary! Follow the amazing adventures of Beck and Bo as they go on a train trip, swim in the ocean and more! Children are invited to participate in building beautiful scenes by dragging and dropping objects while listening to the names and sounds!
PumiLumi Touch Zoo - Meet the 15 cute interactive animals in the PumiLumi Touch Zoo and bring them to life! Select, drag and
wipe parts of their bodies to tickle and feed the animals while watching them jump, fly and laugh!
Who Am I? Wild Animals - This story comes to life with rich illustrations, animated characters, story-driven games, and touchscreen interactions that and keep children engaged while learning. Speakaboos’ parent app, HOMER, is a proven early learning program that builds personalized learning plans for children ages 2-8 - complete with this story and others like this!
Moo, Baa, La La La! - Boynton - JUST MOO IT! Sandra Boynton's best-selling book of all time comes alive with sound and movement
and gloriously unpredictable interactivity. The wryly inventive Moo, Baa, La La La! digital book app will intrigue and amuse little kids
and big people alike, and perhaps even elicit an appreciative snort from the occasional uninvited rhinoceros.
Max & Ruby: Bunny Make Believe - Let your imagination run wild in Bunny Make Believe! Make Max a playful pirate or give Ruby a
twirl in her tutu in this fun filled game.
Find Them All: Looking for Animals - A game which offers children the opportunity to see animals in their natural habitat.
Billy's Coin Visits the Zoo - Billy’s mother gave him a coin to spend on a toy at the zoo, but when the day came, it slipped down the
drain, leaving the little boy blue. Now the coin is on an epic adventure at the zoo. From a chomping alligator to a bunch of crazy
monkeys, Billy’s coin is going to meet all sorts of animals in this fun, interactive children’s story.
Bubble Zoo Rescue 2 - Rescue the farm animals from falling into the Zookeeper's cage! Shoot and match at least three animal bubbles together and blast them to freedom! Use accuracy and strategy to unleash powerful combos!
Kids Zoo Animals Jigsaw Puzzle Shapes - A good early learning game for children to reinforce hand eye coordination and puzzle
solving skills. Kids will delight in discovering animals and their sounds when completing each puzzle.

